Date: 2/3/2022

To: General Studies Council

From: Literacy & Critical Inquiry Subcommittee

Emily Mertz
Sarah Florini
Brent Scholar, Chair

Re: Recommendations for Course Proposals for Literacy (L) designation

Course Recommendations

Approve for L designation:

From ASU:

CDE 450 Child Dysfunction in the Family

SFS 215 Fundamentals of US Food and Agriculture

SOC 483 Sociological Theories

From MCCCD:

DAH 255 Hip Hop: Arts, Aesthetics and Culture-the committee recommends that future submissions should be focused on the literacy components needed to meet 50%. Including highlighted quiz and discussion board assignments which do not meet criteria, created confusion. In addition, the committee recommends you review your syllabus to ensure that the Three Written Reviews have consistent instructions. It took until the very end to understand the scope of the project at 3-5 paragraphs per question, while earlier it seemed like it was 3-5 paragraphs for the entire paper, which would not be enough critical thinking and gathering of evidence per Literacy Requirements.

Revise and Resubmit for L designation:

From ASU:

From MCCCD: N/A
Deny for L designation:

From ASU:

From MCCCD: N/A